For a perfectly conducting, cylindrical plasma equilibrium ("screw-pinch"), the spectrum contains four distinct continua, three of which can extend to the origin. This implies the existence of irreversible damping and heating in the nondissipative model. The continuum becomes (Suydam) unstable by instantly shedding an infinite number of point eigenvalues. More generally, any local instability implies an infinity of unstable eigenvalues. Spectral analysis of a new class of low shear, semilocal unstable modes provides a connection between Suydam modes, found only in sheared systems, and interchanges, found only in closed line (shearless) systems, and gives rise to the concept of an effective marginal stability threshold. Study of the spectrum should also provide a unified picture of many other plasma phenomena.
Introduction
The spectrum of the MHD equations of motion provides a powerful tool for synthesizing stability theory, and it also gives valuable alternatives to the more conventional mode description for correlating experimental results. Among the singular phenomena and spectral complexities are several continua, some extending to the origin to interfere with marginal stability, nonexponentially growing modes, growth rates which are not expandable in parameters, accumulation points of eigenvalues, and general non-Sturmian behavior of the stable discrete spectrum (1) . We show how to use exact knowledge of the cylindrical screw-pinch spectrum to assess the stability literature and predict the behavior of more general plasmas.
The most effective analytical tool in the study of plasma stability is the use of explicitly solvable configurations as a base for perturbation. Solvability implies a high degree of symmetry, thus a highly degenerate spectrum. In other words, most of the stability literature consists of singular perturbations of spectra. For example, in a uniform magnetic field, each of the four continua found in the screw-pinch collapses to a * The material in this paper was presented at the Sherwood Theoretical Conference at Los Alamos, March 1972, and subsequently at M.I.T., University (2) and practical calculation of equilibria (3), a positive answer has been given. With regard to stability, the literature seems to give a negative answer since virtually all known stability criteria jump discontinuously in the transition from small to no shear (4, 5 [4] D = p29y + B*2K2(py2 + OH2) [5] B*2 = Bz2 + B2 + pa2,f = pa2/B* 2 [6] K2 = k2 + m2/r2 [7] H = k B = kB, + mBo/r = B,(k + mju) [8] 2 = c2 [9] and a2 = bp/bp is the sound speed; some special forms of Q will be given below. We have tacitly assumed periodicity in z (toroidal configuration). (Fig. 1 ) but is not a signal speed (nor do the continua seem to have a direct connection with the wave propagation concepts of resonance and cutoff).
We conjecture that all four continua will be found in more general equilibria. To put this conjecture into context, note that there are no continua in any simple classical bounded medium (fluid dynamics, elasticity, etc.), even anisotropic and with variable coefficients. The Alfven continuum is easily understood because of the very singular one-dimensional propagation in a three-dimensional medium. The cusped continuum may also be expected to generalize because it is strongly concentrated at the cusps (8) , approximating one-dimensional propagation (9) . The singularity D = 0 arises in a very special way for the screw pinch as the de- terminant in an algebraic elimination of the two velocity components (uo,u,). But, this elimination can also be associated with the occurrence of a lower bound with no attained minimum when 5W is minimized with regard to the two components of t tangential to the flux surface in a general sheared equilibrium. Thus all four continua can be expected to occur in more general equilibria (except that the parametrization can be more complex if separation constants, k and m, are not available).
Suydam and Interchange Stability, Accumulation Points
The Suydam condition for instability of a sheared system (10) requires that both H = 0 and S < 0 (or E > 0) at a given radius, where S(r) = 8p'/rBz2 + (,'//s)2 = -(1A//,)2y [10] This is a local criterion, at any radius ro. H = 0 implies that the continuum reaches the origin; S < 0 should, in some sense, state that the continuum spills over to co2 < 0 (which we know does not happen). We recall that the spectrum is obtained by making 6W stationary subject to the norm fp(u82 + uz2 + u2)/2. If, as an "approximation," we were to take fpu2/2 as the norm, we would indeed find that this (incorrectly calculated) continuum does move past w2 = 0 as S becomes negative. Actually, the continuum is blocked at the origin and emits an infinite number of unstable points instead PMagnetofluid-dynamic Spectrum-Low Shear Stability 3279 of moving on; the reason is that uo and u2 are singular.
The system can pass from stable to unstable with no marginal eigenvalue, co2 = 0, intervening. One can even show that c2 = 0 can never be an eigenvalue when S < 0. For weak Suydam instability, the maximum growth rate is -y = cr exp(-2ir/V/2), where r2 =r,(,)2B 2/ p(l + jA2r2); y is very small for small M. The constant, c, depends on parameters and is obtained by a boundary layer analysis near H = 0; for large k and m and small f3,c -21.6.
Interchange (more precisely, line-preserving) instability of a closed-line system is (5, 11) given by the local criterion, I(r) < 0 at some ro, where I = Ip -pa22) [11] This is excited by a resonant disturbance, H(r) = each of which implies that u' E e. Case A can be considered to be a sophisticated version of marginal stability since one looks at an entire neighborhood of the origin rather than the origin alone. In terms of j2 = -k/m, we can write H = mB,(py -) where -A ' e in both cases A and B. To be more precise about these limits, take a fixed profile p (r) and a family of profiles 1u(r,e) = Ho + E/.1(r) [12] P = p', Q = 2flB02/r [19 ] We have N/D -e2 and Q , 1 in both cases A and B. The factor C2 in N/D implies that the solutions of Eq. 3 oscillate rapidly or grow rapidly depending only on the sign of QA or QB. Requiring Q < 0 (stability) for all _y2 > 0 and all H2 (i.e., for all k and m) gives the local condition P = p' > 0. This is necessary and sufficient for low shear stability, and, for reasons that will be made precise, we call it semi-local stability.
We now compare the three instability criteria P < 0, S < 0, I < 0. As p' becomes more negative, first P, then S, then I changes sign (it is easily shown that S is independent of P even though the shear term in S, cf. Eq. 10, is higher order in this scaling). If P < 0 (unstable) and S, I > 0 (stable), the spectrum of unstable eigenvalues consists of a band of closely spaced eigenvalues (relative spacing -e) with maximum growth ply2max = -OH2P/I [20] where the right side is maximized with respect to r. As S becomes negative (Suydam unstable) , an infinite number of eigenvalues appears at low -y2 and accumulate at the origin; lY2max is not changed. As I becomes negative (interchange unstable) the upper end of the spectrum moves out; y22max is unbounded in this scaling and is no longer of order 62. In other words, the closelyspaced band of P-eigenvalues connects the Suydam and Interchange spectra at its two ends (Fig. 2) . Note that the growth rate (Eq. 20) increases away from resonance, H = 0, and increases with shear (greater range of values of H2); the Suydam end of the spectrum and the resonant region of plasma are, practically speaking, irrelevant.
In case B, the stability boundary, QB = 0, is a hyperbola [in a (py2, H2)-plane] which merges smoothly into case A near the origin. The maximum growth rate is now given by two expressions depending on the sign of F = Q + PI (1 + j3). If F < 0, maximum growth is at T H = 0 [ Fig. 3(c) (1) is an unstable band, case (2) is stable. A necessary and sufficient condition for stability of a closed line system for large k and m is therefore I > 0 (for H = 0) and Bz2 > -b2QoP (for H # 0).
A low shear system with yo = a/b, H/BZ = n/b + em/uj, gives bands of H which approximate those for A = Io if mE is small (e.g., by taking E2jsl in Eq. 12). The band which spreads from H = 0 has small growth if I > 0. For any fixed m, low shear stability approximates closed-line stability; but for unrestricted m, H takes all values. The conclusion is that stability of a low shear system will approximate that of the closed-line system provided that we ignore sufficiently high order k and m; there are frequently reasons (extraneous to the perfectly conducting MHD theory) for discarding high order modes. With irrational iso, a low shear (or zero shear) profile can be discussed by similar methods since, for fixed m, the values of H occupy narrow bands.
Finally, we discuss the distinction between the semilocal P < 0 modes and the local S < 0 and I < 0 modes. First note that any perturbation, i, which is sufficiently localized in three dimensions is stable (8W > 0) (12) . In any classical medium, this is even true if a perturbation is one or two-dimensionally localized. A conducting fluid is remarkable in that one-or two-dimensional localization can give instabilities. It is exactly the presence of the accumulation point which allows the Suydam and Interchange instabilities to be excited by perturbations which are localized (near a line or surface). Local e.g., Mercier (13) stability criteria have been emphasized in the literature primarily because they are easy to calculate. The semi-local formulas also have the advantage of being relatively easy to calculate and are more informative. From the semi-local analysis, we conclude that local criteria may be of very On the one hand there are other modes (semi-local) which have a lower instability threshold (more easily excited) and larger growth rates. On the other hand, local modes may give a misleadingly low threshold for significant instability, e.g., at low shear, where the proper threshold can be I = 0. We expect similar quantitative and qualitative insights to result from extension of the semi-local analysis to other geometries (14) .
The basic limitation in any 8W analysis is that it gives an absolute stability boundary that is extremely sensitive to the spectra] pathology near w2 = 0. What is frequently more to the point is an effective stability boundary. With small shear, the absolute stability boundary is at P = 0, but significant growth occurs only when the closed-line criterion, I = 0, is reached. (1973) limited practical use in describing plasma stability.
Magnetofluid-dynamic Spectrum-Low Shear Stability 3281 but avoids the difficulties of a full-scale calculation of growth rates. It has established the potential benefits of low shear, has shown how closed-line and sheared systems can be subsumed into a single theory, and has shown vital defects in standard 6W and marginal stability procedures. A similar enrichment of stability theory should be possible in other geometries such as Tokamaks and Stellarators and using other models such as resistive, guiding-center, and drift.
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